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Theory Experiment

Computational physics

General purpose method → wide range of applicability
→ typically it has numerical complexity at most as a mean-field method
     (example for BECs: Gross-Pitaevskii equation)

Specialized methods → devoted to specific problems / quantities
→ typically ab initio methods like QMC, ...

Overview:
1. Method → DFT*
2. Implementation
3. Applications
4. Extensions to other systems

(*) Note: Many formal 
aspects of the theory will be 
presented superficially. 
Only general formulas...
 





Solid-state physics

Quantum chemistry

Condensed-matter physics

Nuclear physics

(Nuclear) astrophysics

Workhorse for ...

… also important tool for

…
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PflopsTflops
DFT today is one of main tools 
of computational physics 

From wiki pages:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computational_physics 

Credit: https://www.nobelprize.org/

Strong correlation with  
High Performance 
Computing (HPC) 

developments

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computational_physics


DFT is in principle exact theory Hohenberg-Kohn theorem (1964) implies that … solving Schrödinger equation ↔ minimization of the energy density E[ρ]...… however no mathematical recipe how to construct E[ρ].In practice we postulate the functional form dimensional arguments, renormalizability, Galilean invariance, and symmetriesDFT allows to include “beyond mean-field” effects, while keeping the numerical cost similar to mean-field method (here mean-field=BdG or HFB)

`



Density Functional Theory – Idea
It can be shown that instead of wave function 
one may use a density distribution:

contains vastly more information contains vastly more information 
than the one needsthan the one needs

reduced object - sufficient to extractreduced object - sufficient to extract
one body observables  one body observables  

`

In general:

`
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`
for a given 
system!

for electrons

for cold atoms



Alternative frameworks
Schrödinger DFT

 Derivation of Hint - “easy”

 Solving many body 
   Schrödinger equation - “hard”

 Derivation of Eint - “hard”

 Solving emerging equations
    of motion equation - “easy”



Classes of Energy Functionals

Increasing quality and com
puting cost

Local Density 
Approximation (LDA)

Solving problem:

Generalized Gradient 
Approximation (GGA)



Increasing quality and com
puting cost

Local Density 
Approximation (LDA)

Solving problem:

Generalized Gradient 
Approximation (GGA)

Meta – GGA
(Kohn-Sham method)

... where:

Solving problem:

Classes of Energy Functionals

Formally they have the same 
structure as HF equations



“Universal” part
that defines the system External field

Fig. from:  Prog.Part.Nucl.Phys.64:120-168,2010 

Kohn-Sham method:

interacting 
system

non-interacting 
system

Both systems
described by 

the same 
density

Formally rigorous way of approaching 
any interacting problem by
mapping it exactly to a much 
easier-to-solve noninteracting system.

easy, if 
Energy Density Functional (EDF)
is known...

More general:

Interacting
System

System of
non-interacting
quasiparticles

Note: There are easy and difficult  observables in DFT.
In general: easy observables are one-body  
observables. They are easily extracted and reliable.



Normal state

Increasing quality and com
puting cost

Local Density 
Approximation (LDA)

Generalized Gradient 
Approximation (GGA)

Meta – GGA
(Kohn-Sham method)

...

Classes of Energy Functionals

Superconducting/superfluid state

Superfluid Local Density 
Approximation (SLDA)

...

Meta-GGA LDA

order parameter ⇐ anomalous density
                            (complex field)



SLDA-type functional for ultracold atoms

By construction minimization of the SLDA-
type functional leads to equations that are 
mathematically equivalent to BdG or HFB 
equations

m
inim

ization

Ultracold atoms 
are superfluid!
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Photo from: http://www.lkb.upmc.fr/ultracoldfermigases/ Ultracold atomic systems offer possibility to test predictive power of TDDFT. The (bare) interaction is simple V(r-r’)=g𝛿(r-r’)...… but the interaction strength g can be tuned at will!
CROSSOVER

http://www.lkb.upmc.fr/ultracoldfermigases/


Strategy

Propose EDF
(exploit symmetries,

dimensional arguments...)

Use ab-initio results
(or experimental)

to fix coupling functions

Validate

refineSLDA-type functional...
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Validate

refineSLDA-type functional...

Richard Feynman
… physics is not mathematics 
and mathematics is not physics ...

The fact that we postulate the functional may be regarded as a 
weakness of the method... 
… however it turns out that the DFT is among the most popular 
and versatile methods available in physics. 



Strategy

Propose EDF
(exploit symmetries,

dimensional arguments...)

Use ab-initio results
(or experimental)

to fix coupling functions

Validate

refineSLDA-type functional...

Kinetic 
term

Potential 
term

Pairing
term

Dimensionless 
functional parameters

Densities
 

are defined via

Center of 
mass motion 

dimensional analysis + 
symmetries

Richard Feynman
… physics is not mathematics 
and mathematics is not physics ...

The fact that we postulate the functional may be regarded as a 
weakness of the method... 
… however it turns out that the DFT is among the most popular 
and versatile methods available in physics. 

… for cold atoms



→ ab initio cals for
 

→ limiting cases (EFT, scale invariance, ...)
INDUCE

A. Boulet, G. Wlazłowski, P. Magierski
Phys. Rev. A 106, 013306 (2022)

SLDAE

 Functional parameters

https://link.aps.org/doi/10.1103/PhysRevA.106.013306


Towards time-dependent problems 

From point of view of DFT this step represents 
uncontrolled approximation, 
                 called adiabatic approximation 



Towards time-dependent problems 

From point of view of DFT this step represents 
uncontrolled approximation, 
                 called adiabatic approximation 

There exits analog of Hohenberg-Kohn theorem for time-dependent problems…… but for time-dependent case the “exact” functional is in general different from the one that is used in static calculations...

Runge & Gross theorem

up to arbitrary function α(t)



Towards time-dependent problems 

From point of view of DFT this step represents 
uncontrolled approximation, 
                 called adiabatic approximation 

There exits analog of Hohenberg-Kohn theorem for time-dependent problems…… but for time-dependent case the “exact” functional is in general different from the one that is used in static calculations...

0 
Ψ0

timet 
n(t’<t)

Adiabatic approximation

In general integro-differential equations 

…if the evolution is slow (adiabatic), then the system follows instantaneous ground state        → use the functional taken from static considerations.

… however adiabatic 
approximation turns out to 

be very successful! 



Theoretical method Experiment

Computer code 



Theoretical method Experiment

Computer code 
DFT method 

is typically delivered 
to community 

in form of a code 

...and many others, see here:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_quantum_chemistry_and_solid-state_physics_software 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_quantum_chemistry_and_solid-state_physics_software


Theoretical method Experiment

http://wslda.fizyka.pw.edu.pl/ 

can run on “small” computing clusters as well as leadership supercomputers
(depending on the problem size)

Computer code

→ BCS-BEC crossover
→ spin-imbalanced systems
→ mass-imbalanced systems
→ finite temperature formalism

Ongoing extensions:
→ Bose-Fermi mixtures
→ Fermi-Fermi mixtures 

http://wslda.fizyka.pw.edu.pl/


System: unitary Fermi gas
3D simulation on lattice 1003

number of atoms = 26,790
number of quasi-particle states = 582,898
number of PDEs = 1,165,796

PRELIMINARY:
quantum turbulence 
in the unitary Fermi gas




Experim
ent                                       

Figs from [1]

di

df

Dissipation during the collision is 
reflected in df/di < 1.

Application example: Vortex collisions
 
Inspired by LENS 6Li setup (G. Roati’s group): 
[1] W. J. Kwon, et.al., Nature 600, 64-69 (2021)

A. Barresi, A. Boulet, P. Magierski, G. Wlazłowski, 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 130, 043001 (2023)

Vortex annihilation seen in the 
experiment.  

← Simulation
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Figs from [1]

di

df

Dissipation during the collision is 
reflected in df/di < 1.

Application example: Vortex collisions
 
Inspired by LENS 6Li setup (G. Roati’s group): 
[1] W. J. Kwon, et.al., Nature 600, 64-69 (2021)

A. Barresi, A. Boulet, P. Magierski, G. Wlazłowski, 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 130, 043001 (2023)

→ the dissipation due to Andreev states is detected in BCS regime 
        (it can be interpreted as effective increase of the vortex core temperature)
→ the effect is to weak to explain the experimental measurements
→ significant sensitivity of the results to the temperature 




Computational physics (modeling) 
plays a key role in the study of objects 
that are not directly accessible

Ultracold atomic gases:
→ when designing the functional, 
     we follow the same general strategies
→ we use ultracold atoms to learn 
     about predictive power of the method

Next we apply the method to 
neutrons stars. 
→ … for example, nuclear codes that 
     we use are based on software 
     that we constructed for ultracold atoms 



From: Nicolas Chamel talk,
Buffalo, March 2016

PRC 93, 034337 (2016)



Computational physics (modeling) 
plays a key role in the study of objects 
that are not directly accessible

In the simulation box (40 fm)3 we 
have 1382 neutrons and 
             40 protons. 

Density profile
neutrons                  protons



System: nuclear matter
3D simulation 40 x 40 x 120 [fm]

number of neutrons: 2,104
number of protons: 40

PRELIMINARY:
response of nuclear impurity to 
uniform electric field




System: nuclear in presence of 
quantum vortex

Understanding of the vortex–
impurity interaction is required in 
order or understand the 
phenomenon of neutron star 
glitches.




Towards effective model of neutron star...




Phenomena related to nuclei (like nuclear reactions) can be also investigated by 
means of TDDFT. 
→ … however various complications arise 
         (as compared to ultracold atoms or nuclear matter)   

Reaction: 96Zr+96Zr, SkM*, Ecm=178MeV, head-on collision
P. Magierski, A. Makowski, M.C. Barton, 

K. Sekizawa, and G. Wlazłowski
Phys. Rev. C 105, 064602 (2022)




Fission of 240Pu

A. Bulgac, P. Magierski, K.J. Roche, and I. Stetcu Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, 122504 (2016)

→ superfluidity/superconductivity works as a lubricant in the fission process
→ microscopic approaches that neglect superfluidity (like Hartree-Fock) 
    typically fail to produce the fission event

...to see this process 
within microscopic 
simulations was a 
challenge for many 
years...



SUMMAR Y
Microscopic simulations for ultracold atoms are presently 
feasible for all interaction regimes: 

    DFT           BCS regime; 
   SLDA         strong interaction; 
   GPE      → BEC regime 

DFT is general purpose method: it overcomes limitations 
of mean-field approch, while keeping numerical cost at 
the same level as BdG calculations.

Recent progress in High Performance Computing allows 
for tracking dynamics of systems consisting of thousands 
of fermions.

DFT can benchmark experiments…

… and provide insight into problems that are not directly 
accessible, like neutron stars, … and contribute to better 
understanding of nuclear systems ...
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Collaborators: P. Magierski, M. Tylutki, D. Pęcak, A. Barresi, A. Boulet, A. Zdanowicz (WUT); M. Forbes (WSU); A. Bulgac (UW); K. Xhani (LENS); N. Proukakis (Newcastle U.); N. Chamel (U. Bruxelles) 
 
Contact:
gabriel.wlazlowski@pw.edu.pl
http://wlazlowski.fizyka.pw.edu.pl

https://wslda.fizyka.pw.edu.pl/ 

mailto:gabriel.wlazlowski@pw.edu.pl
http://wlazlowski.fizyka.pw.edu.pl/
https://wslda.fizyka.pw.edu.pl/
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